
 

 

Welcome on your way to a better life quality. If only you want to commit, be consistent and                  

work hard, I promise you to learn a lot. Tons of fun guaranteed as a side effect. 

My training methods focus on individualization underlining your role in the process.  

I am the guide who delivers the knowledge, skills, supervision and support and you are still                

the main performer on the scene. I offer personal training and my author Monthly              

Programs. 
 

PROGRAMS 

Personal Training  
Personal training delivers professional full supervision of your sessions and the whole fitness             

program and may be recommended for:  

 

Beginners - in the beginning of the adventure with fitness body it is not obvious for anyone                 

how to move optimally. It is crucial to teach the art of training, to supervise and follow each                  

movement. Personal Training for the beginners is like a course of writing and reading in the                

elementary school but there is a reward for a professional approach to the beginning of               

your journey with fitness. The old training rule says that the better the basics the faster and                 

more efficient the progress, and the risk of injury is way lower. This is also important since                 

injured student cannot progress anymore efficiently and incorporates wrong habits.  

 

Professionals - many professions bear huge responsibility and demand high level of effort             

and focus at work. Very often professionals during busy periods at work (deadline,             

important projects, high sensitivity cases, prolonged stress) are not capable to stop thinking             

about their work and demanding tasks. Lack of focus may decrease safety and efficiency of               

the workout, as well as may cause fails with diet. Busy professionals tend to neglect healthy                

lifestyle and very often even do not show up for their own workouts at the gym placing                 

short-term goals at work above lifelong health marathon. Personal supervision in this case             

ensures that right amount and quality of movement, as well as healthy diet and lifestyle will                

be delivered and secured for that particular student. Prolonged stress is one of the main               

factors supporting the development of civilisation diseases, burnout syndrome, insomnia          

etc. That’s definitely something you do not want to develop. 

 

Low motivation - very often lack of motivation effectively prevents us for reaching             

desired fitness goals. Sometimes we do not have enough knowledge and skill to (re)start. If               

our lifestyle in the last few years was sedentary we kind of lose connection with our own                 

movement system, nutritional instinct and biorhythmic lifestyle. We literally disconnect          



from our body. As for the beginners the first stage is crucial to make it right. The better the                   

basics… you already know how to finish this sentence. Professional and injury free aspect is               

as important as the motivation aspect in this case. With simple words if you cannot make it                 

happen by yourself to get to the gym, change your diet habits, understand why you are                

doing this there is a high chance you need a helping hand to get on track again. When you                   

are on again this is where the magic happens. We were not created to be moveless, and eat                  

artificial food hence as soon as we reintroduce active healthy lifestyle and enthusiasm to              

our lives, motivation and willpower raise back and slowly with each effort we become              

stronger to take power over the life again, be disciplined, crave for another workout, find               

sugar-free food extremely delicious and the sleep more restful. We own the instinct to move               

and eat real food. As soon as we support healthy lifestyle the body will happy to support                 

and enjoy this process.  

 

Post-accident - the student re-learns basic movement of the body and re-develops            

functional strength. Re-introducing the proper biomechanics and alignment to the body           

after rehabilitation is crucial and lead the recovery process with the optimal capacity.             

Imagine that your movement is misaligned because of the accident. Some muscle and joints              

are too tight some are too loose. Your movement patterns become more asymmetrical and              

any sport and fitness load (intense effort and external load) will only deepen the asymmetry               

eventually causing a pain. With proper post rehabilitation training we want to avoid any              

mistakes, support healing time and rebuild the body stronger and more functional.  

 

Train with friends 

Two-on-one personal training 
if you want to pursue your Flexible Program or Personal Training with a friend and you both                 

have similar medical conditions, fitness history and common goals you can join the sessions              

together and each of you will pay 30% less per program/package.  

Other options may be discussed within the discretion of both parties.  

 

Small group training 
Do you like to workout with a group of your friends? Small group training is available for                 

groups of at least 5 people and each of you will pay only $25 for a session. Team                  

atmosphere encourages great results and lots of fun! 

 

Flexible Monthly Program 
Available for students with at least one month of Personal Training experience and             

recommended for at least intermediate students. Consists of training, education,          

supervision and your independent work. Includes First Session, Three main sessions, Online            

Supervision and Summary session. This type of program demands your discipline,           

commitment and consistency but offers instead more flexibility. 



 

First session (60-75 min) includes: 

Health and fitness interview, basic movement test, current nutritional habits check, fitness            

assessment. This session helps us understand better your current situation on the timeline,             

provide you with first tips and feedback as well as prepare big picture strategy for you.  

 

Three main sessions (60-75 min each): movement supervision. During these sessions I will             

teach you the movement/workout routine you will be doing by yourself for the consecutive              

four weeks. To me your technique, quality and understanding of the movement are crucial              

to deliver the results.  

 

Online supervision: during the whole month I will be monitoring your progress through             

nutritional and training journal that I will ask you to write in your online files. Every week I                  

will provide with the feedback regarding your training and diet. Also, I am available for you                

for weekly video summaries during which we will discuss any questions and hesitance you              

may have ( technique, healthy diet etc). 

 

Summary session (30 min): during this session I will review your progress, answer the              

question and we will set up next goals for you. Baby steps method is one of the most                  

effective and safe methods in each training cycle. Also, the more clear the plan the more                

consistent and precise results students get.  

When you renew the Program before your summary session extra Personal Training (60min)             

with me is included into the summary session (1,5hour). That additional workout booster             

will diversify your training workshop and raise the motivation for another month. 

 

Consultation 
You are at least intermediate in training methods and already gained some knowledge and              

practice about healthy nutrition and lifestyle. You know how to exercise but there is              

something missing in your training or nutrition strategy. Progression is hobbling and you             

have no idea why is that and how to connect the missing links to make it work again. You                   

follow the most trendy diet but you do not see results or have digestion issues. Balanced                

diet is your friend but still you cannot get rid of the muffin top on your belly. Sleep does not                    

get better even if you support yourself with a glass of beer before going to bed. You are                  

tired, it is hard to concentrate at work and you know that your look and that limpy energy                  

level is just not who you are but you cannot figure out what’s going on even though you                  

have some fitness experience and read half of the content of internet. You need some               

booster knowledge or strategy to get back on track or you are too busy to commit to                 

regular involvement in any type of program. In this case sixty minutes consultation maybe              

the best resolution for you. While chilling at the coffee place we can discuss your current                

situation and create the strategy how to fix your position and help you get the results and                 

get you back on your progression way again.  

 



Packages 
First of all, if you feel so, before choosing any resolution I am happy to meetup and chat, to                   

get to know each other, explain all the concerns and choose the best program.  

 

No matter if it is the Flexible Program or Personal Training Package first month is always                

most demanding for both sides because you will be learning and discovering a lot about               

your body, habits and the whole process and we we will be working intensely together to be                 

sure that we are on the same page and you have a good understanding of what is going on.                   

Also your commitment and engagement is a key factor here because body composition and              

performance depends on a long-term effort and it takes few weeks to make you feel better,                

few months to reconstitute the body composition, half a year to create the habit and few                

years to build a solid performance. Time of the desired transformations is also correlated              

with time you spent on sedentary lifestyle and unhealthy nutrition habits before.  

Results and I, we both appreciate consistency and discipline. Because of that each             

consecutive Package has a rewarding price if you continue before the Summary Session or              

last Personal Training in your package will be completed.  

As we have discussed above everyone needs different type of training, support and             

education so there are different services and packages available. 

 

Personal training. Consultations. 

Package* 1st package session continuation session 

12 (3-4 x week) $840.00 $70.00 $780.00 $65.00 

8 (2 x week) $600.00 $75.00 $560.00 $70.00 

4 (1 x week) $340.00 $85.00 $320.00 $80.00 

Consultation $100.00 

*Each Package is valid 5 weeks to use all the sessions 

 

Flexible program continuation*** 

 1st program 2nd Program 3rd and each next 

First Session ✔ 

first session blended with 

summary of the former 

session plus extra 

personal training 

First session blended 

with summary of the 

former session plus extra 

personal training 

3 training sessions ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Online supervision weekly biweekly biweekly 

Summary ✔ start of the next program start of the next program 

Cost $490.00 $380.00 $350.00 

 



Prices do not include tax. Every Flexible Program is valid for 6 weeks and every Personal Training                 

Package is valid for 5 weeks to use all the sessions. If the Program/Package will not be extended                  

before the Summary session/last personal training, the following Program/Package will be perceived            

as another 1st monthly program. Each Personal Training lasts no less than 55 min and may be used                  

for personal training, nutritional education, lifestyle coaching or all of them depending on the needs.               

There is no contract. Payments are made in advance for the package or program. There is 24h                 

cancellation policy for the personal training service. 

 

Satisfaction guarantee. If any concerns pop up please don’t hesitate to let me know so we                

can take care of it to make sure your experience will be excellent.  

 

Besides of my basic services, framed above, I am flexible to discuss other options. I believe                

that everyone may need individual approach and because of unique life circumstances            

flexible resolution may be most convenient. Sometimes what is in frames is not possible in               

practice but if we think out of the box we can make it work and achieve even more. If you                    

haven’t found suitable option for you please let me know what resolution would fit you the                

most and we will try to move from there. 

 

Main area of the operation:  

➢ The Practice Studio, 102 -1500 Howe St, Vancouver  

➢ Executive Lifestyles Gyms, 555 W 8th Ave #100, Vancouver, BC 

➢ Downtown Vancouver, False Creek, Olympic Village. Other options are negotiable          

depending on the area. Additional cost may apply but not necessarily. The sessions             

are conducted at the student’s apartment, building gym or another designated area.            

Other options may be discussed depending on the needs. 

 

Disclaimer: By using this website, blog, e-mails, or any of our programs, services, or              

products, you implicitly signify your agreement to all parts of the disclaimer available in full               

version on the website and in this link: Personal training disclaimer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xyZtCCTEn_UGseoP6IBzN3gc2VrSGjvj

